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ORGANIZATION OF THE SIMIflAR

Opening and duration of the seminar

1. In aooordanoe with the wishes of the sixth and third sessions of

Conferences of African Statisticians and Planners respectively a seminar

on 4ata required for projections was convened in Addis Ababa from 9 to 13

November' 1970 inclusive.

2. The meeting opened with an address delivered by Mr. tf.L. Booker,

Chief of the EGA Statistics Division who explained that neither the

Eiecutive Secretary of the Commission nor his Deputy had been able to

attend. In his address, Mr. Booker stressed the importance of proper ,

economic analysis and projections in national planning and their heavy

dependence on data relating to the various seotors of the eoonomy. It was

observed that close organizational links had been established between^J,~&a£i.

various national planning and statistical agenoies, but that there was a

need for satisfactory teohnioal co-ordination between these agenoies within

countries. However, with the accumulation of experience on related

technical problems and data collection it was thought that a confrontation

of experts in planning and statistics was desirable and that the seminar

should provide the mean's for examining analytical objectives in relation

to data availability and for reaching some realistic conclusions on the

development $f statistical programmes, giving due consideration to the costs

of data collection and processing.

Attendance

3. The Seminar was attended by participants from the following members

and associate members of the Economic Commission for Africa0. The Federal

Republic of Cameroon, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, People's

Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Malawi,

Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Democratic Republic of

Suo\an, Togo, the United Arab Republic and the United Kingdom. Also present
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Here United Nations representatives from the Centre for Development

Planning, Projections and Polioies (CDPPP), the Statistical Office and

the following specialized agenoieei FAO, ILO, UNCTAD and UNICEF. The

list of participants is shown in Annez I. -' \ * *v

Bleotion of officers

4- It was agreed that the Seminar would best he conducted if there >

were a different ohairman for each item of discussion, and the following

representatives were appointed:

Item 3 -. Mrt. S.O. Falae (Nigeria)

; Item 4 ....-■ Mr, Z.S. El Beohri (TJ.A.R.)

. Item 5 - Mr... O.Thiaw (Senegal)

Items 6 & 7 - Mr. ?,F,,0. Maeakhalia (Kenya)

Items 8 & 9 -.Mr. Ahmed Amani (Morocco)

Discussion programme: . : ■•.*•■

5* The following discussion programme set out in document

VCN.14/ERS/12 was adopted*

(1) Opening address, .

(2) Discussion programme of the Seminar. , .

(3) Methods used in recent economic projections*

(a) Experience of African countriesj

(b) Projections at regional and inter-regional level*. . •.. ;

(4) The revised tiN System of Nations Aooounts as a basis for -;

economic analysis and projections.

(5) Application of national accounts aggregates in examining

possible African growth rates during the Second Developnent

Decade-in the. light of proposed targets.

(6) General conclusions regarding data requirements and uses as

a-.background to development polioyt; :

(a) Economic analysis and projections at the national level;

(b) Establishment of basic statistical series and projections

for the African region.
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(7) Priorities in data requirements.
(8) Other topics for discussion.

(9) Adoption of report.

DISCUSSION OF THE ITMS OF THE PROGRAMME

Methods used in recent economic projections

(a) Experience in African countries

6. The document E/GK.iVERS/17 entitled "Progress Reports" was introduced
wherein are summarised reports from various countries in the region relating

to their experiences as regards projections work. It was noted that reports

in respect of four countries namely, the Federal Republic of Cameroon,

Ivory Coast, Morocco and the United Arab Republic had reached the secretariat
after the publication of this document and that these would be issued
separately.

7. Much discussion ensued as regards relevant country practices. There
•ere no comments relating to such practices in Senegal or Tunisia but

considerable interest was shown in the reports for the other countries

treated in the document and questions arose in connexion with the

construction of models, capital-ooeffioient estimates and the measurement

of productivity in subsistence undertakings inter alia.

8. In general it was agreed that among the principal problems which
obstructed the making of meaningful projections were lack of comparability

of data over time due to frequent changes in concepts and definitions, and
lack of reliable information on patterns of production and consumption

behaviour with respect to subsistence agricultural activities. It was also
recognised that exogenous factors such as income and demand elasticities

of foreign countries on promoting export products and the inflow of foreign
oapital played a key role in African economies, and that the dynamics of

rapid economic growth rendered functional relationships among variables
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unstable and of little value in making projections for fairly long periods.

Moreover, the use of existing short, unreliable, too few and often dis

continuous time series made the accurate investigation of the structural

relationships of key variables in the various economies difficult} not

enough of existing financial resources were allocated for the tasks of

projection, and there was a serious lack of personnel qualified to undertake

such tasks. The country reports were dealt with individually and a

resume of the discussions follow.

Zambia

9. There being no representative from Zambia, the points and questions

raised in connexion, witliijthat country1 b-experience in economic projections remain

largely unanswered and unexplained. However, probable interpretations of

the text were offered by some participants, but it was generally felt that

these explanations were more speculative than substantive.

10. It was observed that there was insufficient information regarding

the two models mentioned in the report and that the identities and

behavioural equations did not seem to encompass the whole economy. In the

circumstance it was thought that there was need for more data in the model

if any meaningful interpretation were to be made of the structure of the

economy. However, it Was explained that, before independence, statistics

of the then Northern Ehodesia were noli separated from those of Southern

Hhodesia and Nyasaland, and that since comprehensive data series date back

only to 1963/64, most relations in the model had to be assumed.

11. It was also pointed but that sinoe the variables used for estimating

parameters were in current prices it was diffioult to obtain any meaningful

idea about growth and changes in the economy and that Zambia could perhaps

attempt to work out both sectoral and overall deflators in order to obtain

a constant price series. Moreover equation (6) s 0 - a2c(g) + bg appeared

to be a tautology since the value of government services .were by d&finition

equal to government consumption.
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Tanzania

12. As for Zambia, the Seminar did not have the benefit of representation

from Tanzania. However, the extent of disaggregation of the Tanaanian

eoonomy vis-a-vis that of-Zambia for purposes of projections was noted.

13- It was observed that projections in Tanzania were based on an analysis

of each sub-sector of the eoonomy and that these were built up into a macro

structure. This procedure was thought to make for more detailed analysis

and easier consistency checking. However, it was not dear from the text

how the oapital co-efficient was estimated, and it was thought that either!

(a) Tanzania used co-efficients of countries, the production patterns

of whioh were considered to be similar to hers, or,

(b) that actual censuses with regard to oapital stock and investments

related to produotion had been undertaken for individual sectors.

14« The term "subsistence sector" provoked a lengthy debate regarding its

conception, definition and valuation. There was some confusion and this was

clarified when the secretariat pointed out that according to the TJ.N. Revised

System of National Accounts (SNA) there was no such thing as "subsistence

sector", but only "subsistence activities" since most people, particularly

in rural areas, were engaged in both non-monetary and monetary activities.

It was therefore suggested that the term should read "subsistence activities"

which in general refer to the oonsumption of goods by the households

producing them. It was also pointed out that FAO avoided difficulties in

this connection by referring to the rural sector whioh is statistically

identifiable.

15» The measurement of productivity in subsistence undertakings also gave

rise to some discussion. It was pointed out that in selected countries in

Africa, some productivity was actually measured and that the results not

only confirmed its measurability in subsistence activities but that in most

of these studies the results showed a positive trend. It was recognized that
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the concept, definition and valuation of subsistence activity needed some

refinement and that although its measurement was difficult efforts should

he made for its valuation since it constituted a large proportion of

national output.

16. Certain participants expressed surprise at the fact that construction

was estimated as growing at a slightly higher rate than monetary GDP while

the rate of growth of rent remained constant. It was, however, explained
that this was probahly because Tanzanian Government policy wae centred on

social considerations and that rents could either be reduced in some oases

or frozen in others.

Kenya

17. The participant from Kenya pointed out that his country's approach

was basically that followed in Tanzania, but that no econometric analysis

for projections was made for this country since the Kenyan economy was not

diversified enough to warrant the exercise. Moreover their statistical ,

series did not go bade far enough to yield meaningful behavioural relation

ships, The only attempt at econometrics was a simple 1967 input-output

matrix at pre.ent under construction. Other ventures in econometric models
Were restricted to consistency checks. It was, however, pointed out that

the non-diversification of aneconomy presented no handicap to. the use of

a growth model, since models were explicit statements of assumptions, nor

did the lack of data preclude the use of econometric models in planning.

18. At this point the Seminar gave brief consideration to the merits and

demerits of econometric analysis in planning. The general opinion was tna,

econometrics should, where justified, be used but that assumptions made

^uld be explicitly stated. The observer from XU> thought that econometrxo

analysis i* planning should be encouraged but that there should normally
some emphasis on the employment component. He pointed out that growth in

ODP did not guarantee growth of employment and suggested that aggregate and

sectoral employment targets should be incorporated at an .early stage s.noe

this would help in implementing the World Jtaployment Programme.
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Ethiopia

19. A question was raised on the use of the commodity flow method in

estimating economic aggregates, out insufficient information was available

for discussion on this point.

Sudan

20. The participant from Sudan emphasised.that the lack of sufficient data,

and shortness of time series available meant that the Sudanese planners had

to resort to the method of trend estimates for their sectoral and aggregative

projections as contained in their 1961/62-1970/71 Plan. The participant

also stated that there was a statistical bottleneck in Sudan but that this

was being removed with export aid from ECA; that national accounts based on

the SKA had already bean completed for 1966/67 and 1968, and that the 1969

statistical abstract was" under preparation. Some interest was shown in the

ability to derive long-term projections from short-term statistical series,

and it was explained that long-term planning by definition, was concerned

with structtiral changes in the economy, so that by operating from the demand

side existing supply bottlenecks would be removed since supply would be

conditioned by demand. Sudan was using the Moving "base method (that is, the

1970^-1975 Plan in the following year becomes 1971-1976 Plan) which would take

care of statistical deficiencies and allow for yearly sectoral projections

and, hence, plan revision.

Qabon

21. Interest was shown in the fact that projections of sectoral balances

were indicated for the base and the terminal years only, but not for the

intervening period. The representative from Gabon explained that the

projections were cased on the national accounts for 1963> since.these were

the latest accounts available at the time that the 1966-1970 plan was being

formulated. However, the 1966 accounts had since been completed and together

with thoso for 1970 which were still being computed these would be used to

determine growth rates for the period between the terminal years and to
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estimate data for 1967 and 1968. Since the 1966 and 1970 accounts were

articulated it was thought that those estimates in respect of the inter

mediate years would also be articulated.

Togo

22. The Togolese did not have much experience in projections. However,

it was pointed out that surveys on family consumption and budgets had been

carried out since 196"5> that a population oensus had just been completed,

and that an agricultural survey was in progress.

23. It was also noted that Togo suffered from limited resouroes and a

deficiency in her statistical series and that in addition to the two

experts ihey had been offered for the current survey on agriculture they

required equipment for the successful execution of the survey. However,

it was pointed out that neither the PAO nor UNCTA3) were in a position to

give such material assistance but that if such a request were submitted

to UHDP the possibility of providing such aid would be examined. As regards

the deficiency in the statistical series, however, the PAO participant

observed that Togo had statistics covering the whole of the agricultural

sector.

24» Regarding the use of least squares in regression analysis based on

statistics covering a very short period it was pointed out that coefficients

derived from long-term series gave equal importance or weighting to the

most recent and the most remote years and that averages over a long period

were of doubtful value for projection purposes. It was thought that if a

long period were divided into a number of short ones and coefficients

oaloulated for each such short period, these coefficients might reveal a

trend that would enable a better estimate of the relevant coefficient for

the period oovered by the projection. It was, however, recognised that,

because of the small number of degrees of freedom, the coefficients for

shorter periods were subject to large standard errors.
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Ivory Coaat

25. The representative from the Ivory Coast pointed out that the model

presented in the report was in fact not being used in that oountry but that

it was the work of SEDES in Prance, and he proceeded to outline his country's

experience. He asserted that the.method and presentation of national

accounts were based on French methods but that projections were simpler and

followed the arrangement of the tableau ^oonomiaue d1ensemble. Projections

were comprehensive, but particular emphasis was placed only on three main

products, cocoa, coffee'and timber which are export oriented, and projections

ware difficult Sarticular'iy in the valuation of these commodities since their

prices* were'determined by external factors.

26. Other problems encountered, were in the fields of household budget surveys, ■;.

handicrafts', handicrafts' contribution to-the total produot, rent*K:ancU6srvice

■hotivities, tranfers abroad, and the whole.question^of consumer prices. .The

participant hoped that the gape would be closed as more statisties-became available

27. Because the Ghana report had been submitted to the secretariat only a

few days before the seminar was due to commence, it was not possible to

provide a,Prenoh; translation, however, it was noted that Ghana had not yet

baen able, to, evaluate its projections. ;

at regional :and inter-regional .levels

28. This subject was introduced on the basis of dooument /

It was noted that the estimates contained therein were being revised and up

dated at the United Nations Gentry for Development Planning, Projections and..;.

Policies, and that the methods used in the study wera basically the same .,-.

adopted for the forthooming revised version. The methodology and some of the

reaults of the original estimates were briefly explained and an account was

giren of the recent efforts made to revise the estimates and the difficulties

faoed in preparing the observed data required for projections of this kind.

29. It was pointed out that with a view to proclaiming the nineteen-eeventies

as a seoond United Nations Development Decade, the General Assembly had called
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for the preparation of a preliminary framework of international development

strategy for the decade. In this connection, the Assembly had stressed the

importance of having a clear and comprehensive picture of the specific goals

and targets to be attained by the international community in a common effort

towards the accelerated economic and social development of developing

countries,

30. In accordance with the Assembly's"request, the document provided

preliminary estimates for some key elements of such a framework in an

attempt to explore some of the key implications of alternative rates of .

ecohomio growth of developing countries in the decade. The target rates of .,

economic growth examined in the study were merely hypothetical figures

employed solely to study the implications for national and international

policies of certain increases in the pace of economic growth of developing

countries. ,It was only through a searohing analysis of the policy

implications of alternative rates of eoonomio growth that some judgement

oould be formed as to what may or may not be feasible in the context of

numerous constraints.

31• It was pointed out that the study covered all developing countries

in Africa, Asia and the Westom Hemisphere, and that'the provisional estimates were

based on the assumptions that GDP in each developing country would continue

to growth at the average annual rate experienced during 1950-1965, and that

countries with annual rates of economic growth below 6, 6.5" and 7 per cent

would steadily accelerate their growth rates from 1970 so as to reach theee

levels by 198O. Based on these assumptions and on the consolidation of

estimates derived separately for 67 countries and groups of countries it

was estimated that the annual rate of eoonomio growth of developing

countries in th$ aggregate would amount to 5.6-5.9 per cent during the

first half of ,,the, 1970! s and 6.2 or 6.9 per cent during the second half of

the decade depending upon what terminal target rate of economic growth

was postulated. It was further pointed out that the over all rate of

economic growth was but a weighted average of the rates of expansion in
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various activities in the economy, and that the study explored implications

of the over rates of growth on the pattern of production, labour foroe

and productivity.

32. The study showed that the critical role of policy measures appear to

■be strongly oonnected with the required changes in the pattern of resource,

allocations. Although, in arriving at relevant estimates for the latter,

empirioal relationships based on time series for relevant economic variables

had been used, it was assumed that as part of the efforts to accelerate the

prooess of economic development, measures would be adopted to bring about

certain modifications in these relationships. For instance, it was assumed

that in developing countries where the historical capital-output ratios have

been unduly high, measures would be adopted to reduce suoh ratios to

levels more appropriate for speeding up economic development. Similar

assumptions were made with respeot to consumption, exports and imports.

33. By comparing the estimate of investment requirements with the projected

supply of domestic saving, the estimated saving-investment gap was obtained

oountry by country for each postulated rate of growth of gross domestic

product and each historical or postulated capital-output ratio (lower or

higher capital-output ratios). The estimated saving-investment gape of the

deficit countries in 1980 at the 6 and 6.5 per cent growth rate targets lie

more or less., within the limit of the flow of development assistance (826

billion) by developed countries which amount to 1 per cent of their gross

national product. .

34. By comparing the estimates of export prospects and the net factor

income payments with the estimated import requirements, the estimated foreign

exchange gap on current accounts was obtained for each postulated rate of

gross domestic product and each capital-output ratio hypothesis. The

estimated.foreign gaps of deficit countries under all assumptions regarding

growth rates and capital-output- ratios lie outside the limit of $26 billion

in 19.80-- Thus, if the postulated growth targets were to be achieved,

appropriate policies would have to be adopted at least in order to keep the
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foreign exchange gap from rising beyond the "one per cent" target limit

by I98O.

35« It was emphasised that an exercise of the type attempted in the study

should be oontinually revised having regard to new and up-to-date information,

and that more detailed oase studies at the country and sectoral levels

would be required for refinement of the provisional estimates. Consequently

since the publication of that study in 19-68, vigorous efforts had been made

at the United-Nations' Centre for Development Planning, Projeotions -and

Policies to revise the projections using additional information and

different methods.

36. In addition to the projections based on the assumptions of specific

terminal target groWtk' rat'rs made in the study, another type of projections'

had been made starting from the estimated 1970 base. The feasible rates '

of growth for individual countries in the 1970's were determined by taking

into consideration such information as past growth performance, past

capital-output ratios and others. Similar calculations concerning saving-

investment gaps and foreign exchange gaps ha<V been made on these projections".

37. In the aforementioned study, the results had been built up from

calculations based on the observed data for I95O-I965 at country level

covering 67 countries and groups of countries (60 countries and 7 groups

of countries). At th© tiire of the meeting, however, the observed data had

been updated to include information for 1968, and they included individual

series covering 84 countries and groups of countries (79 oountries and 5

groups of countries). The availability of data on some countries which

were originally included in groups of countries had made it possible to .:

increase to 84 the number of oountries for which individual estimates^were

computed and this reflected the efforts whioh were being made to produce

estimates for as many individual countries as possible. As for African

countries, separate observed data were then available for 34 countries and '

groups of oountries (32 countries and 2 groups of oountries) as compared

with 25 countries and groups of oountries (21 countries and 4 groups of

countries) in the original study.
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3d* As regards foreign trade, it was stated that in the original study a

3 1 3 trade matrix had been used (i.e., developed market economies,

developing countries and centrally-planned countries) . However, this world

trade matrix had since been revised to 11 x 11 matrix (i.e., North America,

,EEC, BETA, Other Europe, Japan, other developed countries, Vest Hemisphere,

Africa, Par Sast, West Asia and centrally planned eoonomies)•

39- It-was pointed out that in preparing "basic data required for these

projections! much time had been spent on estimating series of gross domestic

product by expenditure in constant prices. There were still many developing

oouiHfiee which did not publish any national accounts statistics* Some

published data only in current prices and othersfor only few scattered years.

40• Reference was made to the UN, Yearbook of National Aocounts Statistics,

1969 *hioh oountaina data on gross domestic product by expenditure

for 31 African oountries. It was pointed out that data were reported for

only 5 of these countries in constant prices and for 15 of them in current

prices for the period covering I96O-I96I and 1967-1968. Regarding the

oountries that did not publish national accounts statistics, the scarcity

of data concerning production, foreign trade, balance of payments and prices

made it almost impossible to make oven very rough estimates of the gross

domestio product.

" *

41* However, it was noted that the interest shown and efforts made for

collecting data for economic surveys and projections in African countries

were increasing rapidly in recent years and it was hoped that the projections

of the type made in the study would benefit directly from the results of

these efforts.

42* In the course of the discussions it was argued that on a long-term

view the geographical and commodity constraints, which continued to affect

the export trade of developing with developed oountries, would continue to

apply to diversification into minerals, hydrooarbons and manufactured goods,

since there would always be a limit to what the developed economies could

absorb from the far larger group of developing oountries. There was therefore
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a chronic problem of the limitation of world markets which could only be

removed through activitation of markets within the developing world itself.

43* Thus the problem facing African countries was that the greater part

of each national economy remained undeveloped after a deoade of planned

sooio-economic development. Tet no meaningful development could be achieved

without the modernization of this vast sector mainly engaged in subsistence

activities- To achieve this modernization, the characteristics of the -

sector, eoonomic and social, had to be known. Hence, the urgency of data

information on this type of economy. It was only after the neoessary

studies had been, carried out could realistic models be built. The moral

of the argument was that models should reflect the realities.of the

situation under which the objeot whose model was being constructed operated.

It 'was also pointed out that it was the development of this vast area of

subsistence activities that offered potential expansion of markets for

developing oountries1 products. At present the sector lacked purchasing,

power which if operated upon could enlarge markets for manufactured gooda -

technical inputs into agriculture and consumption goods which the people

were sure to need when productivity and income increased. Reciprocally,

the demand for agricultural output both as raw foodstvffo and inputs into

manufacturing would increase.

44. It was agreed that a shift in policy towards the exploitation of ^

internal resources and markets for development need not imply a wholesale

abandonment of the efforts to obtain more concessions from the developed

oountries. Such concessions could be secured not only in terms of. better

prices but also in terms of agreements to establish in the developing

oountries industries such as textiles.

45" Other observations made in connection with the paper include the ,:..

necessity^ of adjusting historical capital-output ratios to take aocount

of such phenomena as excess capacity, and the need to examine carefully

the use of foreign private investment which is always a mixed blessing.

Finally, the Seminar felt that the issue of population policy should "be .
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Carefully handled "by individual countries as they saw, fit, given, their; own1

conditions. . . . . -....., ,. w>-^....;

The revised United Nations system of national accounts as a Basis for

economic analysis and planning :. • r . "r . v ■■■"-■ ■ ■ ■*'■■• ■'■■-*"•

46- 'This item was introduced on the "basis of document Ej/CN.}L4/ERS/l4,,,...., ^

"The Potentialities of the SNA for analysis and planning", a papgr,prepared

"by the Statistical Offioe of United Nations. The paper outline4.tt^e.,., ,.

structure, oonoepts and classifications of the revised SNA in terms of the

data acquired, in economic analysis and planning and then descriSe^ "4he us'es'

to which the data could be put for these purposes'. ~ ° "n l '

47. The Seminar first considered the characteristics of revised SNA^wJ^oh.,

^contributed to the values of the system for purposes of economic analysis,..,

and planning in the case of the countries of the region.

48- . It was recognized that a system of.national accounts was valuable?f630-

purposesof analysis .and projections since it provided a basis for^colJeotihg

a^^P.^1^ coherent and consistent dataand, for balancing outldy

receipts (sources of finance) - in other words, uses against resottfce^br

effective demands against supplies n since the to^tals of the two sides of:V ^

the various accounts had to be identical. The specific uses, to w&ieli^he' ^:

data of a given system of national acoounts could be put depend,e4 qn the

scope of ^he system and the correspondence between its structure, concepts :

and classiflbatidus and the eoonomy to which it was applied.

49» The Seminar considered that the revised SNA, in particular as: compared

to the old SNA, embodied a number of features which made it very useful?for

purposes of analysis and planning in respect of the- economies of the ? '

Countries of the region. The new; SNA dealt with all aspects of the -

activities and balanoe sheets of an economy and disaggregated the 6onsolidated

aooounts for the nation as a whole of the former SNA. The disaggregation-.^ ■

furnififhed the basis for consistent and co-ordinated sectoral, more detailed

and nationwide analyses and projections. This, was especially important in

-T
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the case of the countries of the region in view of the marked dissimilarities

between various parts of their economies, for example, between traditional

and modern modes of production and economic and social organization,

between agriculture, industrial activities and services, or between urban

and rural areas. The revised SNA also oalled for the required data in

respect of the supply, production and use of goods and services, in respect

of the role and activities of ^government, and in respect of the distribution

and redistribution of incomes which were missing from the old SNA.

50, The Seminar noted that the SNA accounts for a group of countries

could be oompiled through oombining the accounts for each country of the

group, netting out the data on the external transactions between these

countries- The aocounte of a country oould not however be simply decomposed

into accounts for the various areas of the country. It was necessary to

devise special ways of treating the transactions of the central government

and the flows between the areas of the country. It waa pointed out that

ways of dealing with these transactions were sketched and a set of area

accounts were set out in the chapter of the new SNA devoted to the special

national accounting requirements of the developing countries. National

accounting in respect of areas of the country was to be dealt with in detail

in a technical manual. .

51- Attention was focussed in the new SNA on the supply and use of

commodities and the gross output, cost, structure, value added and gross

capital formation of various kinds of industries and government and private

non-profit services; and input-output tables and commodity balances were an

integral part of these accounts- of the system. Data in both current and

constant prices were included. The recommended adaptation of the revised

SNA to the circumstances of the developing countries included classifications

of industries into traditional and modern and into privately and government-

owned in addition to the classification of industries and government and

private non-profit services according to kind of economic activity of the

system proper. The adaptation also called for a table where commercial
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production was distinguished from subsistence production. The consumption

expenditure, its cost structure ciid tao gross capital formation of government

services were classified according to the purposes (functions) served by

these outlays; and the oor-3UUipti.oii of iicuoeholds was classified aocordihg

to object of the expenditure.

52. It was noted that the aggregate "gross national products" of the old

SNA was not included in the accounts of the revised SNA 0*1 the production

of, and expenditure on, goods and services. This aggregate was omitted in

order to keep the number of key aggregates in the new system to a minimum

and because it is not as meaningful and as easily compiled measure of

production in either current or constant prices as is the gross domestic

product. The Seminar felt, however, that the countries of tne z^egion reeded

a broad measure of the available national resources for purposes of acquiring

goods and services which like the gross national product was gross of charges

for the consumption of fixed capital. It wasncted that in the adaptation

of the SNA to the developing countries, such an aggregate was recommended,

namely national income at market prices, or better, national disposable

income, gross of the oon^aiflpiion 01 ixxed capital. It was also recognized

that a number of d.&-elov±-ir ocuntr* ervrdll find it necessary to use a concept

of saving that is gross of these charges.

53. The income and outlay ana capital finance accounts of the revised SNA

included accounts for individual institutional sectors and sub-sectors 4

non-financial corporate and quasi-corporate enterprises divided into privately

and publicly owned, financial institutions divided into three sub-sectors and

privately and publicly owncdr general government divided into levels of

government, private non-profit institutions serving households, and households

including private non-finanoial unincorporated enterprises. In order to

portray.the distribution of household income, consumption and gross investment,

the accounts in respect of households were sub-divided according to socio-

economic status of the head of the household and whether he was engagad in

agricultural or non-agricultural pursuits. For purposes of delineating the
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redistribution of inoomes and saving in the economy and the key role of

government in this process, current transfers were distinguished from

capital transfers, current transfers were classified according to type as

well as according to donor and recipient, and capital transfers were

classified according to ^onor and recipient. The data on transactions in

financial assets and liabilities classified according to type of claim

which were included in the capital finance accounts of the revised SNA,

were designed to indicate, among other things, the ways in which the free

saving of institutions was channeled into the capital formation of corporate

enterprises and. government.

54. The SNA now included a standard table which set out a complete

balance of payments statement divided into ourrent and capital, transactions

classified in the same way as the transactions in the SNA between resident

eoonomio agents. The Seminar was informed that the International Monetary

Fund was revising the Balance of Payments Manual. One of the objectives

of the revision was to reach the coincidence between the revised Manual

and the revised SNA. At points where it was not possible to reach complete

coincidence, links would be. provided between the two systems.

55. As regards problems in the definition and collection of basic data

for purposes of compiling the accounts and tables of the revised SSA,

questions were raised concerning the meaning, usefulness and practicability

of valuation at approximate basic values in addition to valuation at

producers' values and purchasers' values. It was noted that approximate

basic values were equivalent to producers1 values less net commodity taxes,

i.e. indirect taxes reduced by subsidies which were, in general, proportional

to the quantity of commodities produced or used in production and which

varied in rate from one type of disposition to another in the case of a

given commodity, or from one commodity to another in the cage of a given

group of commodities. In order to use value as a proxy for volume in

respect of commodities produced, as, for example, in input-output tables,

it was therefore desirable to factor producers' values into approximate

basic values and net commodity taxes and to partition purchasers1 value into
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approximate basic values, trade and transport margins and net commodity

taxes. Participants in the Seminar indicated that valuation of the outputs,

let alone the disposition of commodities at approximate basic values could

raise serious difficulties in the case of their countries. It was pointed

out that for these reasons valuation at approximate basic values was not

called for in the case of the commodity balances and other accounts and

tables on goods and services included in the adaptation of the revised SHA

to developing countries. In fact, purchasers' values were to be used in L

the case of dispositions and producers1 values in the case of supplies of

commodities only.

56. Some participants in the Seminar indicated that it was very difficult

to value commodities produced at the producers' establishments when the

producers themselves transported and sold the commodities in retail,or

wholesale markets. It was noted that in these circumstances the prices at

which the producers sold the commodities in the markers should be taken as

producers' values. The Seminar also discussed the problems of. assigning

producers' values to commodities produced for own consumption, especially

when the producers did not prodv.ce the goods for marketing. It was noted ■

that it was necessary to approximate producers' values based on prices

received by produoers in nearby markets. The Seminar agreed that in order

to value the output of agricultural commodities at producers' values it was

necessary to gather prices at frequent intervale of time, especially during

the period when the bulk of the harvested crops were marketed.

57- Questions were also raised concerning the treatment in the revised
v

SNA, and the collection of data in respect of enterprises which operated

in a number of countries and/or which were owned by the governments or

other resident units of a number of countries. It was noted that the gross

output and intermediate consumption of enterprises which operated in a

number of countries were, in general, to be distributed among these countries

in proportion to the services performed in each country and the intermediate

goods and services used in performing these services, and that the net income
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of suoh enterprises was to "be divided among the countries in proportion to

the equity in the enterprise of the residents of each country. The gross

output, intermediate consumption and values added of multi-national

corporations, for example an airline, were to be divided among the

countries in which owning units were resident in proportion to the equity

in the enterprise of these units. In order to gather the required data for

purposes of making these estimates it was essential to obtain the co

operation of the enterprises in question.

58. The Seminar noted that the most essential national accounting data "

on goods and services could be estimated through the use of the production

approach and the oommodity flow techniques. This involved (i) gathering

data classified according to type of commodity on the gross output and

intermediate consumption of industries and government and private non

profit services ?.nd on imports and exports, and (ii) allocating the total

supply of comradities from domestic production and imports, reduced by the

disposition of the commodities to intermediate consumption and exports,

between consumption expenditure ari gross capital formation. It was also -

considered desirable to oowpile t.ctc on the income and outlay and capital

finance transactions of general ,rove7-nmont and corporate enterprises

during the early, stages of developing national accounts and to gather

information on the consumption expenditure and perhaps incomes of households.

Government budget accounts and corporate profit and loss end. balance sheet

accounts were appropriate sources of information in respect of these

institutions. Sample surveys were required in order to gather the data

in respect of households. It was emphasised that attention should be

devoted to evaluating the quality, i.e. level of uncertainty of the basic

data gathered and the national' accounting estimates mads.

59- The Seminar agreed that the revised SNA provided a valuable basis

for systematic and coherent analysis and planning of the economies of the

countries of the region and called for the data required for these purposes.

The system organised and articulated the variables that needed to be

measured and considered into a framework which foounsed attention on the
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^f^ between the variables that needed to be V

the means for coherent planning at seotoral and. nationwide levels of. ■ ■*

aggregation and for checking the consistency between goals and resources,

and lent itself to a variety of approaches to analysis and projections,.^

The new SNA included data on the structure of, and trends in, suoh^aspeots

of an eoonomy as the output, costs and resources of production* the. demands

on goods and services, the distribution and redistribution of incomes from

production, savings and investment and external transactions. These data

could be utilised to study (i) the underlying organization and institutional

arrangements of the.economy and the needs for, and direction of, changes

in these respects, (ii) the performance of the economy and the oiroumstancee

and trends that needed to be rectified and (iii) the explanatory faotors; of,

.. and relationships between the observed conditions and trends and the;_. _<

implications for eoonomio polioies and strategies. The series were . ■

invaluable for purposes of (i) formulating consistent realistic and concrete

goals policies and strategies for economic and social development (ii)

evaluating progress in and deteoting obstaoles to, reaching the goals, a»d

(iii) taking steps to overcome deficiencies in performance. >

£&*:--■ The Seminar considered that in the case of the countries of the region

nationwide development plans had to be based on sectoral and more detailed

planning. The economies of the countries were not highly integrated and.,

consisted of markedly deffering segments, for example commercial and
<■»_■'■ "-■-.■■.; - ■.■■ ■ ■ ,■ ■ ■

subsistence produotion and urban and traditional communities. These

oircumstances also meant that in order to assess the stage of development of

the eoonomies, it was essential to use.a number of atatistioal series} suoh

data as per capita gross product or national income were not sufficient*

Data on suoh questions as the distribution of inoome and consumption on the

employment of different parts of the population and the industrial etruci^ire

of the eoonomy were needed for this purpose. -,..*.
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Application of national accounts aggregates in examining possible African ■

growth rates during the second development decade in the light of

proposed targets

61. This item was introduced on the basis of document "E/CX.lt/JSELS/ll

•ntitled ''Outline projection of certain Afrioan national accounting data

for 1975 and 1980". Following a brief review of proposals made by the,.

Committee for Development Planning and the Preparatory Committee regarding

the growth rate which should be applied to the GDP during the next deoade,

it was explained that the document complied with the last proposal made by

these two Committees, to wit, that the annual rate of increase of the GDP

during the Second Development Decade should be at least 6 per oent, bull

that the exercise was merely an attempt to test this proposal against

certain other assumptions and facts contained in various publications

relating to oountries of the region. It was further explained that Hhrn

document did not advooate any economic policy to be followed,, that the ^

exercise was concentrated on exports and imports of goods and services,

because of lack of any or reliable data on monetary flow components of.

Balance of Payments for several countries of the region, and that the

document was in fact a working paper which could be improved in the light

of participants' suggestions.

62* In the discussions which followed, the paper was strongly criticised*

The Seminar objected to the irrealism of the assumptions and conclusions

made and deplored the failure to consult with relevant country authorities

regarding assumptions made in respect of the various countries, Moreover

the exercise was considered dangerous since by grouping countries enjoying

' surpluses with those suffering deficits it gave the impression that suoh a

group of countries enjoyed surpluses. It was agreed that the projections

should b« reconsidered in consultation with member countries, taking into

account the suggestions made.
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General conclusions regarding data requirements for analysis and projections

at the national and regional levels

63. The document S/CK.14/ERS/15 entitled "A suggested approach to the

provision of data for socio-economic analysis and projections" was introduced.

64. In introducing this paper stress was laid oh the importance of the

analysis of past performances and existing conditions of the economy as a

basis for projections and planning and the need for planning in stages to

match data availability, competency of planning staff and the structure of

the economy, factors which normally determine planning techniques. As

regards planning in stages, it was suggested that a set of programming

techniques with appropriate data needs reoommended by a group of experts for

the use of EC^FE countries should be adopted for trial in the countries of

the region. It was stressed that although the techniques were specially

adapted to the ECAFE countries, they were of relevance to the countries of

the region since the characteristics of developing countries such as "dualism",

laok of data and little experience of planning agencies had been taken into

aooount in designing them. Moreover, they took account of the problems over

time as countries developed. These techniques referred broadly to three

stages of development planning - the determination of the general rate of

growth of output and its assdeiated preoccupation with investments required,

the stage when simple methods ox' analysis such as mere extrapolation of past

trends or borrowing of parameters relating to countries with similar socio-

economic features or which had passed through the stage of economic

development that was believed applicable were used; planning the main

sectors, the stage when formal eoonometric methods like correlation and

regression analyses were used to estimate parameters, and finally the stage

when more advanced techniques like full econometric models, input-output

analysis and mathematical programming in general were used, the stage when

if statistical services had been properly organised, data should have been

available in the right quantity and quality* . .. *
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65- It was-pointed out that-while the-revised United Nations system of.

national accounts had provided an adequate framework for all eoonomio data

required for analysis and projections* it did not provide for information

on natural resources and social factors. However, in respect of the

latter, a document entitled "An Integrated System of Demographic,

Manpower and Social Statistics and its links with the System of National

Eoonomio Accounts" was already being discussed elsewhere for adoption.

When it was completed, economic and social data needs would be more

fully met.

66. It was suggested that there should be division of labour between

statistical and planning agencies on the one hand, the statistical

agencies being responsible for eoonomio and social censuses and surveys,

analysing and interpreting their results and the planning agencies being

responsible for the analysis of past and existing conditions of the

economy, postulating relationships and probably consulting statistical

agencies on the problem of estimation of parameters as well as being. •

responsible for obtaining "third-type" data and between statistical

agencies, central banks, manpower boards, and geological surveys

departments on the other. Central banks would be responsible for financial

and external transactions, manpower boards for manpower, and departments

of geological surveys for natural resources. Stress was laid on the role

of the planning agencies in oo-ordinating the work of the other agencies ;

as well as in supporting the proposals of statistical agencies for

statistical development,

67. It was explained that for the work on projections at the world,

regional and sub-regional levels, certain basic data series were required ■■

in respeot of the countries of the region. The projections work' at these

levels was essential in order to provide a 60mmon eoonomio and social

picture of the different levels as background to the development planning -

efforts of the individual countries, some of which are too small to

undertake rational economic development planning without information on
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the rest of the countries. To meet adequately these needs, standardization

of concepts and definition was necessary and data should be provided both

in constant and current prices. In this connection mention was made of

priorities of data provision and it was pointed out that the stages of

economic development planning suggested earlier on conformed approximately

to the priorities of data collection suggested in the revisod system of

National Accounts particularly in chapter nine of that document.

68. It was pointed out that certain aspects of development programming

could not be analysed into stages as they usually occurred at any level, '

among .these being financial aspects of planning, regional (sub-national)

planning, social development planning, investment criteria and the use of

accounting prices. In the oircumstanoes it was thought that the countries

of the region should concentrate on planning the "main seotors" i.e.-th^.r

sector predominantly engaged in subsistence activities, indigenous

monetize^ sector and the foreign enclaves.. Chapter 9 of the revised SKA

was particularly relevant as regards the solution of the problems posed

by this type of economic structure.

69. The discussion of the paper centred around the appraisal of the ;

planning techniques, tli«i.' appiicabinty to the countries of the region

and.their data implications. The Seminar had reservations about the

wholesale applicability of the techniques to the countries of the region.

70. The meeting felt that the paper should have-mentioned new developments

in techniques such as "planning programming budgeting system", (PPBS) a

method which attempts to rationalise operations of the government sector,

as well as stress, more the importance of what has been called the "third-type"

data since businessmen's expectations about technological changes could

mean a lot for projections. The secretariat took note of tho insufficient

emphasis on the importance of the "third-type" data and informed the meeting

that while the question of PPBS is taken up in S/CN.H/ERS/l6? there is no

sufficient experience in its use to recommend it for adoption. Only the

United States of America and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland have experimented with it.
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71. In general the meeting warned that there are dangers in applying

techniques devised for specific purposes to global development planning.

It was pointed out that the predominance of peasant proprietorship in the

agricultural sector of many African countries had prevented concentration

of decision-making which was a vital condition for th"e application of

linear programming technique. However, it was felt that the technique

could still "be of use in agricultural extension work if adequately tested

on government experimental farms. It was also recognised that severe

ecological constraints in certain parts of the continent did not present

agricultural decision-makers with meaningful choices regarding alternative

types of output and modes of production which constitute the central

purpose of linear programming.

72.. It was agreed that the methods suggested needed to be modified

under specific country conditions. Also aggregate economio models could

be used initially for establishing alternative development programmes and

finally supplemented by other methods in spelling out fully the

implications of the chosen programme. The meeting did not wish to

recommend any binding decisions sinoe in general models would have to be

based on analyses of relevant conditions. Planners, conscious of their

heavy responsibilities to produce realistic projections and plans would

have to evaluate techniques on their merits and choose the one found

applicable. However, it was agreed that the techniques suggested should

not be discarded, and that in addition to the evaluation of the suitability

of techniques, their data implications should also be examined.

73» The meeting also felt that more information should have been given

on oountries which had adopted the techniques and their experiences.

Some participants thought that the secretariat should make attempts to

test the techniques on some countries of the region. However, the Seminar

was informed that more information of this kind was available in most of

the references given particularly reference numbers ten and eleven, namely,

"African Development Planning" edited by Ronald Robinson, University of
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Cambridge and "Rural Development Planning" by E.M. Kulp published by

Praeger.

74. The Seminar stressed the urgency of information on natural resources

and the usefulness of cartographical methods for this purpose; the need for

mior°-studies t0 hel^ ^understanding more .the underlying causes of the

aggregate phenomena and the use of universities, research institutes and

other such institutions in such studies. It was recognised that the

relating of mathematical symbols to real values was important and that the

statistician should take up this matter seriously with the planners. Also

there was a need for planners to be conscious of the fact that not all

factors relevant to economic development and social change can bo quantified;

hence the need for qualitative assessments.

75- The question was raised as to the usefulness of regional economio

analysis and projections as at present undertaken and whether a regional

analysis based on economic criteria might not be preferable. It was pointed

out that while the existing sub-regional groupings were mainly

administrative, economic co-operation, activities had been built around them,

,and for this purpose, it was essential to have a ccnmon economic and social

picture of oaoa sub-regxo.i as Oa,c*L&ro*aa for the planning activities of eaoh

member of the sub-region, in the same way that the world-wide and regional

economic analyses and projections being done by the Centre for Development

Planning, Projections and Policies (CBPPP) gave a meaningful background

pioture for the different countries of the world.

76* -.The-Seminar considered the document E/CN.I4/ERS/16 entitled Further

no-ties on Data Required for P1«.nnin^ and Projections. ' Attention as drawn

to "the possibility of using more flexible ad hoo methods of making

projections in the earlier stages before satisfactory formal models could

be developed, and suggestions were made regarding the filling of important

data gaps," particularly with respect to income distribution and. the output

of public services. The recommendations on data requirements and priorities

relevant to developing countries as oontained in Chapter IX of the SNA ware
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reviewed, and the relationships between economio variables during the

1960s and regional data requirements were examined.

77- Although the basic object of the Seminar was to establish a

dialogue between planners and statisticians on data requirements and

the possibilities of meeting these requirements, only limited success

was achieved in this respect. In particular, there was no real discussion

on social factors and behavioural characteristics which are important

considerations in planning. However, in the limited time available for

discussion it was possible to clarify a number of important questions.

78, In reply to a query regarding the classification of data according

to urban and rural populations, it was reported that no international

definitions had been established, although criteria had been identified

fop consideration of the problem. These included density of population,

Size of the smallest identifiable administrative areas, availability of

commuter transport, and migration of workers to cities. It was noted

that the use of urban/rural classifications was increasing and that

suitable definitions were becoming more necessary.

79, There was some discussion >egarding the treatment of direct invest

ment from abroad. The Seminar appreciated the recommendation of the

Balance of Payments Manual (IMF) that all foreign transactions of.

subsidiary companies should be regarded as being oentralised through

their parent organisations, but noted that the IMF treatment of this flow

differed from that of the revised SNA.

80, The status of the Integrated System of Demographic. Manpower and

Social Statistics and its Links with the SKA as contained in document

VCN.3/394» was briefly examined. It was explained that it was intended

as a coherent and consistent system which would be useful for the analysis,

planning and evaluation of social problems and programmes. It was pointed

out that the SNA covered the cost structure of social services and their

gross output was estimated in terms of inputs, the oosts of which oould

be deflated to obtain constant price series. However, this was not a
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satisfactory means of measuring real output of government and related

agencies, and work was still continuing. It was explained that three means

were envisaged for establishing links between the new system and the att:

(1) cost data would be related to output measured directly in terms of

benefits, i.e. indicators of output, (2) data on inbome distribution would

be linked with indicators of levels of living, and O) simplified forms of

the. production accounts would be related to data describing and forecasting

the composition of the labour foroe; and two approaches for developing the

system had been adopted: (i) the listing of basic series and classifications,

which would assist in determining relationships, and (ii) the further

development of the ideas contained in document ^/CN.13/394, together with

the simplification of integrating devices through the establishment of

common classifications. It was noted that regional discussions on basio

demographic, manpower and social series might be organised in Africa in

1971 or 1972. '""""'■

81. In reply to questions raised earlier in the discussion, it was pointed

out tMt the,Project Programming Budgeting Systems was an application of

pqs^-benefit analysis to government activities. The problems of measuring

outputs and benefits had not yet been solved and the need was for a ■■•

classification of the type used in the SNA. This Would involve a*

classification of purposes by project to enable realistic consideration of

costs, dxiiputs-ancl benefits. , ;:

82, A number of problems regarding the allocation of capital formation

data aooording to kind of economic activity were raised particularly with

respect to road transport. Suggestions were made for additional series

relating to this sector, inoluding total vehicle population, in addition

to periodic surveys of traffic flows. It was noted that published trade

statistics did not give sufficient detail for classification of motor

vehicles according to the sectors in which they would be employed and that

an end-use classification was required.
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83, There was some discussion concerning the measurement of domestic

consumption of own produce and the collection of data on mining and

manufacturing. As regards the former, it was pointed out that the

measurement of domestic consumption of own produce was already being

achieved through survey techniques which had been successfully applied

in the region. With regard to the collection of data on mining,

manufacturing, etc., it was explained that the general aim should be a

complete census of establishments every five years, with the collection

of current data at annual or more frequent .intervals. International

recommendations for an integrated system along these lines already exist.

It was agreed that type of ownership should be.,induded in the list of

data suggested for colleotion, but that while it was useful to have

information on production capacity and its utilisation for planning

purposes it was unlikely that the colleotion of meaningful figures would

be practicable. It was appreciated that separate procedures have to be

developed for investigating the activities of smaller industrial

establishments on a periodic basis.

84. There was a suggestion that forward-looking statistics in the form

of surveys of business expectations and consumers* intentions might be

attempted. However, it was explained that experiments carried out in

the region had produced inconclusive results,

85. With regard to the agricultural statistical series suggested in

the Annex to document ^CN.14/ERS/l6 it was noted that FAO comments had

previously been taken into account. It was suggested that additional

information on ecological factors, soil and agricultural inputs should

be incorporated and that, in the case of tree and some tropical forest

crops, age distributions would bp desirable in conjunction witt production

data. Also it was agreed that the secretariat should provide more

detailed suggestions for agricultural series to be collected from,

households.

86. In connection with social indicator series listed in the Annex, it

was pointed out that questions such as literacy had been examined when
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compiling the African adaptation of the world recommendations for population

censuses. It was agreed that there was little point in considering the

numbers of educational establishments without also knowing their oapacity;

and it was felt that there was still some need to obtain data on private

expenditure in running educational institutions, althou#i governments were

the principal sponsors. ■* ■ ■ -

67. There was a feeling that labour statistics in general and labour

productivity in particular had received insufficient attention in the

recommended series. It was noted that some of these data would normally

be dealt with under the heading of industrial inquiries, but the secretariat

undertook to examine the matter further.

88. In connection with external trade, attention was drawn to significant

problems which still existed regarding unrecorded movements aoross land

frontiers. However, it was noted that these problems were continuously

under review and improvements were being effected, but that oomplete ■

accuracy was not likely to be achieved in the immediate future. It was

generally agreed' that one of the most serious gaps in African statistics

related to balance of payments data and that requirements should be more

specifically indicated in the suggested series.

89. In presenting the results of its brief examination of relationships

between variables during the 1960s contained in document ^CK.l4/ms/l6,

the secretariat pointed out that the exercise was not an attempt/to estimate

parameters, but simply to indicate statistical relationships which mi#it be

worthy of further investigation. The work had been carried out at current

prices because information whioh might be used in deflating the series for

individual branches of activity was lacking.

90. Attention was drawn to the difficulty in obtaining realistic

correlations between time series unless trends were first eliminated and

it was noted that the calculations had been undertaken at short notice.

There was insufficient time for discussion on this point and a number of

important questions, including the methods used in compiling the basic

series, could not be examined*
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■91- Bstimates^of gross domestic sayings had been derived from gross

domestic capital formation and relevant items of balance of payments data.

Questions were raised regarding tlje validity .of this procedure and it was

agreed.that balanoe of payments figures may not be entirely suitable for

tki,S

92. In connexion with incremental capital-output ratio calculations

(ICOR),,: the Efeoretariat indicated tha* attempts had been made to oonsider

the time-lag between new investment and the resulting increase in '

production, but that the available annual figures had proved inadequate

for. this^. purpose. Several participants suggested that -the ICOH should be;

calculated separately for each of the;main kinds of eoonomio activity :

but, as noted earlier in this report, it was,not at present, feasible to

classify capital formation on this basis and a considerable amount of work

would be required before,the difficulty could be.overoome.. In the-

immediate future it might be possible to give separate consideration to.

that part of capital formation which is <^evoted to infrastructural .

development.

93. . A number, of unusual results were- obtained in the calculations for

Nigeria, and the participants from that country were able to draw

attention to information oontained in the new development plan, published

while the Seminar was in session. The secretariat emphasised, that the . .

results presented in document '&/G8.\4./m$/l6 were of a very preliminary

nature. In the future it was hoped to continue this work in co-operation

with the countries of the region in order to achieve a more, effective

analysis of the African economic situation.

94. The calculations referred ^o-.£bove were based on series showing

the origins of GDP (8 items) and expenditure of GBP (5 items), plus

balance of payments figures for a limited number of countries. The

working document presented suggestions for disaggregation and extension

of the series to be used for analysis at regional level, but it was clear

from the discussions throughout the Seminar that, the primary requirements
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were the establishment of constant price series and, more important, the

incorporation of balance of payments data for all countries of the region.

Order of priority in the compilation of accounts and tables

95. The Seminar discussed at some length the section of the paper

VC»a4/ERS/l6 that deals with order of priority in the compilation of the
accounts and tables by developing countries as recommended in Chapter IX

of the revised SKA.

96. Under Priority I, it was noted that the compilation of the two central
tables of the SNA, namely, Table 1 (Gross Domestic Product and Factor

Incomes by Kind of Economic Activity) and the simplified version of Table 2

(i.e. Table 28, Supply and Disposition of Goods and Services), by

developing countries would be adequate for the compilation of the

production accounts of the Class II Accounts and would go a long way

towards the compilation of the various accounts of the Class I Acoounts,

namely, Consolidated accounts for the nation. For instance, with the

information contained in Tables I and 28, Account I, gross domestic product

and expenditure of the consolidated acoounts for the nation oould be

filled? with additional information contained in Table 26, External

Transactions, Account 3, National disposable income and its appropriation

Oould be completed. If further information on capital finance accounts

for general government, financial institutions and non-financial corporate
and quasi-corporate enterprises became available, Account 5, capital

finance, oould then be completed. Account 6, All accounts - external ' ;

transactions oould be completed once Table 26 had been compiled.

91* It was noted that the sources of data for Table I, are the producers

theoeelves, including industries and the producers of government services

and private non-profit services serving households, and that those for

Table 28,. which provides data on the supply and disposition of goods and

se*vioes by oommodity characteristic of the kind of activity of the

industries shown in Table I, comprise government accounts returns of

business, statistics from household surveys, external trade statistics, etc..
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Also the information needed to "be classified "by commodity; this applied to

domestic production, imports, exports, transport and trade margins,

intermediate and final consumption, increases in "stocks and fixed"capital

formation. It was pointed out that transport and trade margins -by

^commodity could usually be obtained by small sample inquiries, i>r*ferably

eonduoted on a fairly frequent basis* . • - , ( ;;<•'.

98. The importance of the income and outlay accounts and the production

accounts of the government seotor, and the aocounts on tHe income- an* outlay

and .gross accumulation of corporate and quasi-corporate hon-finandial- '

. . flpterprises and the capital finance account of financial institutionsj-Was

stressed. It was noted that the sources of data-for the former:are* '*

government accounts, which often required rearrangement, and that it was

important in this connection to introduce an economic and functional ■;

classification, of government transactions into the basic accounting records

bo as to facilitate data compilation. Onrthe other hand, the sources <$£

t ,.4ata for nonrfinancial enterprises and financial institutions axe their1

profit and loss accounts, balance sheet statements and returns made byr

them for industrial and distributive surveys, etc.. It Was^ pointed out '

tha.t banks, insurance companies and finanoial institutions were often' r

required by law, or regulation to provide data to public authorities otr '

jbalanpe sheet information and transactions in financial assets. * '•

99* Under priority 2, it was agreed that a number of important tables,

namely* Tables 4, 6, 7, should be attempted. Table 4 deals with the final

consumption expenditure of government according to cost-composition and

purppse; Table 6, the final- consumption expenditure of households"by type

of .expenditure and by object, and Table 7 the composition of gross Capital

formation by type of capital goods and by kind of activity. It was^!not&

that, the composition of household final coiasumption expenditure could ^best

be obtained through the commodity flow approach; while data on tie final :

oonsumption expenditure in th«Hiomestic market by object would Kave to b«

estimated through household consumption and expenditure surveys* With ''

respect to Table 7* it was pointed out that estimates for gross capital

formation by type of capital goods oould be obtained through the expenditure
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method to be checked by the commodity flows approach or vioe-versa, and

that the information on gross capital formation by commodity contained in

Table 28 would provide the background data for these estimates.

100 • It was observed that also included under priority 2 are the main series

of data in oonstant prices, the most important of which are Tables 8 and 9.

It was recognised that Table 8 is by far the most important table in oonstant

prices and it was explained that for estimates of private consumption

expenditure in oonstant prices, it was best to start with Table 6 in current

prices and then obtain oonstant price estimates by using either quantity

indicators or price deflators, item by item. Also to obtain estimates of

fixed capital formation in oonstant prices, deflation by indices of producer

or wholesale prioes for capital goods, should be used. However, it was noted

that valuation of output of construction in oonstant prices often presents

difficult problems. It was also recognised that Table 9 was valuable in

providing rates of growth by kind of eoonomio activity; and it was explained

that the deflation of Table 1 to arrive at results in Table 9, should be

carried out aotivity by activity, by suitable producer (or wholesale) price

indices, traditionally classified by commodity but rearranged to accord to

kind of activity by making use of the international commodity olassification

of goods and services linked to the revised ISIC.

101. After some deliberation the Seminar unanimously adopted the order of

priorities oontained in paragraphs 34-37 of document ^/CS.lA/^BB/l69 with

the following amendments:

a) Paragraph 35 (ii) should be deleted and replaced by Table 1, and

b) Paragraph 36 (i) be replaced by direct mention of Tables 4» 6, and

7 of the SNA.

Other topics for discussion

102. There were no other topics discussed.

Adoption of report

103. The Draft Report, prepared by the secretariat was amended and adopted

by the Seminar on 13 November 1910.
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